Preparation of an Electrically Conductive Graphene Oxide/Chitosan Scaffold for Cardiac Tissue Engineering.
Cardiac tissue engineering is of great importance for therapeutic and pharmaceutical applications. The scaffolds that can provide electrical conductivity and structural organization will be highly beneficial for cardiac tissue engineering. Here, we developed conductive scaffolds with electrical conductivity and porous structure composed of chitosan (CS) blending with graphene oxide (GO) for cardiac tissue engineering. Our results showed that the swelling, porosity, and conductive properties of GO/CS scaffolds could be modulated via adjusting the ratio of GO to CS. More importantly, GO/CS scaffolds had a swelling ratio ranging from 23.20 to 27.38 (1000%) and their conductivity (0.134 S/m) fell in the range of reported conductivities for native cardiac tissue. Furthermore, we assessed their biological activity by seeding heart H9C2 cells in GO/CS scaffolds. Our data showed that these GO/CS scaffolds exhibited good cell viability, promotion of cell attachment and intercellular network formation, and upregulation of the cardiac-specific gene and protein expression involved in muscle conduction of electrical signals (Connexin-43). Overall, it is concluded that the GO/CS scaffolds promote the properties of cardiac tissue constructs. Our findings provide a new strategy and insight in developing new scaffolds for cardiac tissue engineering.